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Assembling of doors:
1. Install the axes into the holes in the bottom
and the roof:
- common plastic axis goes into the lower hole;
- springed axis with the metal core goes into
the upper hole;
2. Put the door on the lower axis.
3. Install the upper corner of the door on the
upper axis,
put down the metal spring core and install
the door.
The axis should "click" into hole.
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Note. Before installing the door, please make sure that the axis goes freely into the holes, if
necessary, clean the holes from the paint.
Attention! If there's a vertical "play" of the door, it's necessary to remove it by putting an
adjusting washer (included in the delivery set) under the axis.
Installation of hooks:
1. Install the hook according to image 1
2. Squeeze the hook (see image 1)
3. Turn the hook down, so that the right and the left bendings are parallel
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While installing the tube, the S-formed hooks must be installed inside the locker.
Each cell has 2 hooks.

Notes to instruction
1. The assembly operations order is indicated the order number in the lower left corner of each image.

Right back wall
Basis

2. Type and quantity of fixing materials and parts for main assembling operations is indicated in the upper
left corner of the image.
Recommendations for use of the locker
1. The locker should be assembled on an even surface.
Notes
1. There may be construction changes not considered in this instruction manual.

1. Install partition walls,
bend tongues according to the image.
2. Fix the screws.
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1. Place the back wall
2. Install the bottom and the left side wall (Image 1)
3. Bend the tongues and fix the screws (Image 2)
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Рис. 3

1. Place the locker vertically
2. Fix two screws according to image 4
3. Install the roof and bend the tongues (Image 5)
Note: Side bendings of the roof are installed into the locker, between the side wall and the
rib. The back edge is installed according to the cut.
5. Place the door stoppers according to Image 5
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Fix the screws
according to the image
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1. Place the right side wall (Image 3).
2. Bend the tongues and fix the screws similar to the
previous operation.

Bend
the ledge

Please note:
The lower row of screws which fix
the back walls should be fixed to
the basis at the last turn
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